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IN THE COURTS

Lewis Roca Client Cleans Up
in $1.2 Million Settlement
Denver-based attorneys resolve dispute tied to gaming industry
antitrust deal from 2018
JESSICA FOLKER
LAW WEEK COLORADO

LOST IN THE SHUFFLE

The dispute arose out of a 2015 antitrust lawsuit filed in Illinois against
gambling equipment company Scientific Games.
In that suit, a group of rival companies, including Aces Up, alleged Scientific Games was trying to keep other automatic card shufflers out of the market.

The plaintiffs in that case soon found
they needed more money to continue
litigation against the much bigger company. Cranford, a former independent
contractor for Aces Up, introduced the
plaintiff companies to Webb, who had
experience funding gaming industry
lawsuits and was interested in providing funds for their case against Scientific
Games. In March 2015, Webb, Aces Up
and the other plaintiffs entered into a
litigation financing agreement.
In December 2018, Scientific Games
agreed to settle the lawsuit for a total of
$151.5 million to be divided among the
plaintiffs. After costs, Aces Up received
$3.9 million. Cranford was to get 56%
of Aces Up’s proceeds, or $2.2 million,
under the 2015 financing agreement, according to Webb’s complaint against the
Colorado company. Aces Up president

Charles Rawls Drennan III and Todd
Taylor, a former owner of the company, were to receive 22% each under the
agreement.
Although the financing agreement
stated Aces Up’s portion of the settlement should be paid directly to named
individuals, including Cranford, Aces
Up convinced Cranford his share should
first flow through the company, citing
tax reasons, according to the lawsuit.
Cranford suspected Aces Up didn’t
intend to pay him his share, but he was
facing financial hardship and couldn’t
afford the legal costs of recovering the
money, so he agreed to transfer his interests in the Scientific Games settlement to Webb. On Dec. 31, 2018, Aces
Up released a little over $1 million to
CONTINUED ON PAGE 21…
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Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie attorneys announced Dec. 20 they had
secured a $1.2-million settlement from
Aces Up Gaming, a Wheat Ridge-based
distributor of casino games and products, on behalf of client Derek Webb in a
lawsuit filed last year in a Colorado federal court.
Webb, a British gaming entrepreneur based in Las Vegas, had agreed to
fund and bring the lawsuit for Colorado
resident Tony Cranford. The suit, filed
last March, aimed to recover Cranford’s
share of a settlement from an earlier
lawsuit that Aces Up allegedly withheld.
Aces Up agreed to pay the full $1.2 million Webb sought, plus almost $400,000
in attorney fees.

“Most settlements are compromises
where both sides walk away equally satisfied and equally dissatisfied,” said Darren Lemieux, a partner in Lewis Roca’s
Denver office representing Webb. “But
here, they just gave us everything that
we were looking for. So, it made no sense
to continue on with the case.”
Abby Harder, an associate at
Lewis Roca in Denver, also represented Webb in the litigation.
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Create less waste
by shaking your hands before
using a paper towel.

circuitmediagreen.com
#shakedontwaste

CONTINUED
EXPORT CONTROL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5...
to the government. “We don’t typically
take that route because of the concern
with the agency discovering it,” Glynn
said.
As with the DOJ’s self-disclosure
programs dealing with other areas,
SETTLEMENT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6...
Webb – less than half of what Cranford
was owed.
Webb sued Aces Up in March 2019
in the U.S. District Court for the District
of Colorado, alleging breach of contract
and fiduciary duty, among other claims.

UPPING THE STAKES

While the lawsuit began as a breach
of contract case, information uncovered during discovery led to additional
claims.
“We discovered emails that I think
showed that this whole thing about
needing the money to run through Aces
Up for tax reasons was a scheme fabricated in order to allow Aces Up to take
control of all Mr. Cranford’s money so
they could pay him what they wanted,
which was only half of it,” Lemieux said.
The new evidence included text
messages Drennan and Taylor sent to
Cranford to convince him to modify the
litigation financing agreement to reduce
his share of a potential award or settlement, according to a motion to amend
Webb’s complaint. When Cranford refused, the defendants “conspired to take
CLASS ACTION
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8...
demnify SLD on the policies it administers, including Barnes’, but SLD still
has every motivation to defend itself
well. If SLD has to pay out to the plainHERNÁNDEZ
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10...
cases across the country that otherwise might not have a lawyer involved
at all.
Before the 10th Circuit, Hernández
helped a client who had already gone
through the immigration system and
had her appeal of an immigration decision denied in 2012. As detailed in the
10th Circuit opinion, Phyllis Mwaura
had three U.S. citizen children, and
she wanted to stay in the U.S. to stay
with them. The Board of Immigration
Appeals dismissed an appeal of her removal because she had entered into a
fraudulent marriage with a U.S. citizen
to seek adjustment of her immigration
status. Hernández said she often has
cases that involve parents who want to
stay in the U.S. for their children, and
the cases involve acting as a counselor
for the whole family.
Hernández took up the case and
filed a new appeal to the Board of Immigration Appeals, citing a change in
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such as the False Claims Act or the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, companies might still find it a complicated decision whether they should come
forward. “It’s not always a forgone
conclusion that you’d want to do a
disclosure,” Glynn said. Proving that
a criminal export violation was intentional is a high bar for the government

to clear, he noted.
Faced with whether to voluntarily disclose, companies often consider what the potential penalty would
be if the conduct is discovered, and if
there’s a possibility a whistleblower
might alert regulators anyway. Companies are also concerned about how
the investigation might hurt its repu-

tation; agencies typically publish the
names of investigated companies even
when they settle.
“They’re considering those factors, and usually it’s [concerned with]
what’s going to show up in the Wall
Street Journal, what’s going to be the
headline,” Glynn said. •

30% of his distribution by falsely claiming all of Mr. Cranford’s money had to
be paid to Aces Up for ‘tax reasons,’” the
motion said, citing e-mails from Drennan and Taylor.
Aces Up initially claimed Cranford
had agreed verbally to a smaller share,
but the evidence found in discovery
showed that defendants “formulated a
plan and acted in concert to intentionally, maliciously and permanently deprive
Mr. Cranford of his allocation,” the motion said. This evidence allowed Webb
to add claims of conspiracy, exemplary
damages and, most crucially, civil theft.
“If you are successful in proving civil
theft, you get trebled damages, and the
other side also has to pay your attorneys’
fees and costs,” Lemieux said.
Adding to the pressure on the defendants, U.S. District Judge R. Brooke
Jackson in November referred the case
to a special master to review discovery
disputes and rule on whether Aces Up
had complied with discovery protocols.
“Judge Jackson became upset the defense weren’t complying with their obligations and appointed another judge,
Judge [Edward] Nottingham… to rule on
sanctioning the defense,” Lemieux said.
Lemieux said he believes the loom-

ing sanctions hearing and Webb’s motion to add the civil theft claim in November led Aces Up to fold. Settlement
negotiations began around Thanksgiving, he said, and an agreement was finalized in mid-December.
In addition to agreeing to pay the
$1.2 million and attorney fees, Aces Up
also agreed to drop a patent-related lawsuit it filed against Cranford in Jefferson
County in Jan. 2019.
Attorneys for Aces up did not respond to requests for comment.

tiffs in the Scientific Games lawsuit, as
well as Cranford’s efforts to introduce
the plaintiffs to attorneys experienced
in anti-trust and intellectual property
matters, according to court documents,
and Webb was concerned Cranford was
being treated unfairly.
“Certainly, he felt — and I think, objectively, it’s true — that Mr. Cranford
was really responsible for bringing this
group of people together that were able
to get this amazing result,” Lemieux
said. In Aug. 2018, a jury had awarded
the plaintiffs $335 million in the case
against Scientific Gaming but, anticipating an appeal, the parties settled for
$151.5 million to end the suit.
Lemieux said that while the gaming
industry is heavily vetted on the front
end, “it seems like they don’t maintain
that level of thoroughness once you
actually get a license.” Legal wins like
Webb’s help hold industry players accountable, according to Lemieux.
“Some of this is about making sure
people that are in the gaming industry
act appropriately and [don’t] engage in
this kind of conduct where you’re intentionally trying to steal money from
someone,” he said. •

tiffs, it still would have to seek indemnification from Jackson, presumably in
court.
“If SLD does a poor job of defending itself with respect to the Jackson-administered policies (for which
it expects to be indemnified by Jack-

son), it could find itself stuck with paying the Barnes judgment on its own,”
Hartz wrote.
Jackson didn’t articulate any conflict of interest between it and SLD,
or even that their methods computing
cost-of-insurance expenses were any

different, according to the dissent.
“With absolutely no evidence to
the contrary, it appears that the interests of SLD and Jackson in prevailing
against Barnes on the Jackson policies
are fully congruent,” Hartz wrote. •

country condition — Hernández told
her client from the start that she was
five years too late, but the appeal was a
necessary step to eventually allow her
client to stay in the U.S.
“That’s something we pride ourselves on in our law firm: We give all
the options we can, and if there’s a long
shot, we’re honest about it,” Hernández said. “And if the client’s willing, we
go for it, and it paid off.”
Hernández received a stay of removal for her client while she appealed
the Immigration Appeals Board’s ruling on equitable tolling — a challenge
to the exception to the normal deadline to file a motion to reopen a case
after a denial. Hernández argued her
client had ineffective assistance of
counsel in her initial case and the appeals board only looked at the lapsed
deadline and not the surrounding facts
of the case. Mwaura sought to appeal
the 2012 decision within weeks of the
board’s ruling, but her attorney at the
time never filed the paperwork. And in
the five years between appeals, Mwau-

ra learned that several family members
in Kenya had been subjected to female
genital mutilation, and she feared for
her and her daughter’s safety, according to the opinion.
The 10th Circuit, in its May opinion,
said the board relied only on one negative factor in its decision to deny her
asylum claim and that it was unclear
whether the board didn’t consider the
change in country conditions or rejected them without discussion. “The BIA’s
discretionary denial of asylum based
on consideration of only one negative
factor was ‘manifestly contrary to the
law and an abuse of discretion,’” the
opinion states.
“As soon as our decision came out
from the 10th Circuit, I was receiving
emails and phone calls from all over
the country. It was a big deal, because
of the equitable tolling issue.” The
case was also used as a sympathetic
example for a case before the U.S. Supreme Court.
In addition to her own big win,
Hernández has been the chair of the

immigration section of the Hispanic
National Bar Association for the past
four years, which included the tail end
of a wave of immigration from Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador and
the recent crackdown on immigration
enforcement from the current presidential administration. In 2017, the
HNBA tapped Hernández to help create a pro bono immigrant defense fund
to help encourage attorneys to take on
pro bono immigration cases by defraying some of the costs — traveling to
far-flung detention centers, paying for
paperwork and general costs of taking
on cases. She said the fund has since
been expanded to cover women and
families as well as unaccompanied minors.“The fund is essential, it’s crucial,
because of the numbers of people coming across the border, the children who
are still coming, families that are still
coming. ... Because there is no public
defender system in the immigration
system. So this was trying to fill a gap,
really.” •

STAYING ABOVE BOARD

According to Lemieux, Webb was
motivated to sue Aces Up in part to defend the integrity of litigation financing,
an industry the former poker player had
been involved in as a plaintiff and investor.
“I think Mr. Webb’s point was that he
wanted to make sure that people honor
the terms of that agreement, so that if he
looks for another opportunity down the
road in the realm of litigation financing… people will know he holds himself
and others to the same standard,” Lemieux said.
Webb also acknowledged Cranford’s
role in connecting him with the plain-
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